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Recent Cases Affect Risk of False Patent Marking Liability
Each year, patent owners and their manufacturers label billions of articles as being covered by one
or more issued patents. The U.S. patent laws encourage such labeling, commonly referred to as
“patent marking,” by tying the extent of infringement damages available to whether the article is
labeled with a patent number.1 One rationale for this correlation is that an accurate label provides
the public with constructive notice of the existence of the issued patent. As a result, competitors can
learn the coverage of the patent’s claims and avoid or design around them. Furthermore, patent
marking advances the patent laws’ goal to encourage the disclosure of innovations. An accurate
label leads the public to the text of the issued patent, which not only contains claims defining the
scope of coverage of the patent, but also teaches how to make and use the invention, and perhaps
will lead to improvements. However, while the U.S. patent laws highly incentivize patent marking,
a pair of recent cases suggests that the benefits of the practice may be accompanied by significant
risks of false marking liability.

False Marking Liability
The patent laws permit patent owners and anyone making or selling a patented article to label that
article as covered by its correlating issued patent.2 Such labels should typically include the word
“patent” or the abbreviation “Pat.” along with the number of the patent itself. Careful attention
should be paid to ensure that such labels accurately list patents that indeed cover the labeled item.
Labeling an “unpatented article” with the word “patent” or any word or number suggesting that
the article is covered by an issued patent constitutes “a false marking” and may attract a private
lawsuit resulting in liability of up to $500 per “offense” (with half of the damages remitted to the
federal government).3 Notably, whether a false marking is actionable (i.e., could result in liability)
hinges upon two elements: (1) marking of an “unpatented article” as patented (2) “for the purpose
of deceiving the public.”4
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Though several courts have analyzed the two elements of false marking liability in various contexts,
until recently little authority has existed on whether marking an item with an expired patent could,
under any circumstances, constitute an actionable false marking. Of additional concern, various
judicial approaches for defining what constitutes an “offense” under the false marking statute have
prolonged uncertainty as to the extent of monetary liability that a party may incur. In this context,
two recent patent cases have addressed, respectively, what qualifies as intent to deceive sufficient to
incur liability, and upon finding such intent, what constitutes an “offense” for purposes of calculating
the resulting false marking damages.

Recent Case Law Developments
In Pequignot v. Solo Cup,5 Pequignot alleged that Solo Cup was manufacturing disposable lids,
cups, bowls, plates and utensils with a variety of patent numbers imprinted on them, despite knowing
that the respective patents had previously expired. Solo Cup admitted to knowingly marking its lids
with expired patents. The District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia treated this as creating a
presumption that Solo Cup acted with intent to deceive the public, having concluded that an article
marked with a patent number after expiration of the patent is an “unpatented article” for purposes
of the false marking statute, whether or not the patents had covered the items prior to expiration.
To overcome this presumption, Solo Cup provided evidence to the court that they had acted in good
faith reliance on the advice of counsel and out of a desire to reduce costs. Solo Cup also provided
copies of updated engineering drawings that removed the expired patent numbers from future product
molds. Faced with cross-motions for summary judgment, the Eastern District of Virginia granted
Solo Cup’s motion, finding that the evidence revealed that Solo Cup was genuinely concerned about
adhering to the law and therefore had not acted with the intent necessary to incur liability.6
In The Forest Group., Inc. v. Bon Tool Co.,7 the Federal Circuit ruled that the district court had erred
in finding that Forest Group’s single decision to commission another production run of its commercial
stilts constituted a single “offense” for purposes of calculating false marking damages. In finding
deceptive intent, the district court determined that, as of November 15, 2007, Forest Group had
received two separate district court claim construction rulings that made it clear the claims did not
cover the marked articles. Subsequently, Forest Group’s patent litigation counsel had advised
against continuing to imprint the patent number at issue on their commercial stilts. Yet, in 2008,
Forest Group decided to place a new order for another production of its commercial stilts containing
the imprinted patent number. After finding that Forest Group intended to deceive the public with
this action, the district court proceeded to assess damages of $500 for what it identified as a single
“offense.” 8 Vacating this on appeal, the Federal Circuit held that the text of the false marking statute
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requires imposition of damages on a “per article” basis as opposed to a “per decision to mark any
number of articles” basis.9
Defining an “Unpatented Article”
While most patentees readily think of the term “unpatented article” as applicable to products that
are not and never were covered by a patent, the Forest Group and Solo Cup cases reveal several,
perhaps less obvious, instances in which an article may be considered “unpatented” and thus falsely
marked. In Solo Cup, for example, the court relied upon the way in which the Supreme Court has
interpreted, in other contexts, the word “unpatented” to conclude that once a patent has expired, a
product covered by that patent is “unpatented” for purposes of the false marking statute. In dicta,
the court in Solo Cup went on to suggest that even conditional language that a product “may be
covered” by one or more patents will not insulate a patentee from liability if no patents are found
to cover the product.10 Accordingly, patentees should diligently monitor the expiration dates of any
patents to avoid attracting patent litigation based upon false marking liability. It is not clear whether
other district courts will follow this decision or how the Federal Circuit will hold if the issue reaches
the court on appeal.
The Forest Group case highlights another instance in which an article may be considered “unpatented”
and falsely marked. In Forest Group, the Federal Circuit considered the district court’s claim
construction finding that none of the claims of the listed patent actually covered the marked article,
thereby making the article “unpatented.” Notably, while Forest Group involved a single patent, the
Federal Circuit has likewise indicated that if a string of patents is marked onto an article, then the
article is “unpatented” unless it is “covered by at least one claim of each patent with which the article
is marked.”11 Thus, patentees should diligently assess the impact of any pending litigation to ensure
that patents marked on articles continue to cover the articles.
Assessing “Deceptive Intent”
The Forest Group and Solo Cup cases reveal that the “deceptive intent” requirement can be a difficult
hurdle for plaintiffs to overcome in proving false marking. For example, no deceptive intent existed
in Solo Cup, where evidence revealed that the patentee, upon realizing that the patent identified
on its plastic lids had expired, consulted outside counsel and followed their advice to replace the
marked molds with unmarked ones as the original molds became worn and unusable.12 A plaintiff will
have a stronger case of deceptive intent when the facts are parallel to those that existed in Forest
Group. There, standing out among the factors considered by the court was the fact that the patentee
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continued to order marked articles after receiving two separate district court claim construction rulings
that made it clear the claims did not cover the marked articles, followed by the advice of outside
counsel to stop marking the articles as patented. The patentee in Forest Group could produce no
documentation supporting their contention that they had indeed requested the manufacturers to
remove the marked patent number.13
While neither case defines a definite rule for what actions constitute “deceptive intent” in all situations,
both cases identify the necessary inquiry as fact-specific, meaning detailed records and documentation
maintained by patentees may often prove critical to a court’s determination of intent. Accordingly,
reasonably diligent patentees acting in good faith should be able to maintain sufficient documentary
evidence to prevent a court from finding “deceptive intent.” Even so, with little judicial precedent on
the appropriate level of intent necessary for a finding of purposeful deception, it is not clear whether
other district courts will follow this decision or how the Federal Circuit will hold if the issue reaches
the court on appeal.
Calculating False Marking Penalties
While the hurdle of establishing deceptive intent may deter some parties from filing false marking
litigation against patentees, the holding of the Forest Group case has greatly increased the potential
scope of available damages. Specifically, the Federal Circuit in Forest Group has reversed the
course of the majority of district court cases and made it clear that the $500 maximum penalty
for each “offense” is statutorily determined on a “per article” basis.14 Obviously, this interpretation
increases a patentee’s exposure to business-impacting liability for false marking to a degree greater
than previously thought possible. Fortunately, the court in Forest Group made it clear that in cases
involving inexpensive mass-produced articles, discretion exists to assess a lower per article penalty,
even to a fraction of a penny.15 It may not be wise, though, for a patentee to rely solely on such judicial
discretion as a means of minimizing future liability. Accordingly, to avoid potentially astronomical
penalties following Forest Group, patentees should diligently monitor their patent marking practices.
Consider, for example, the Solo Cup case, in which the district court discussed the scope of damages
available if, in the alternative, deceptive intent had been found. Recall that the court in Solo Cup
identified, at most, three offenses. As a result, prior to Forest Group, Solo Cup would have faced, at
most, a $1,500 penalty. Applying the Forest Group case to Solo Cup reveals its impact. Evidence in
Solo Cup suggested that the patentee had marked billions of lids with the expired patents, meaning,
at up to $500 per offense, Solo Cup could have faced an extravagant penalty for false marking.
Following Forest Group, the court could have, within its discretion, reduced the penalty for each
offense, but even so, Solo Cup could have been facing much more than a mere $1,500 penalty.
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Similarly, when the district court in Forest Group revisits the issue of damages on remand from the
Federal Circuit, the patentee will likely face a much larger penalty than the initially awarded $500.
With this significant change in mind, reasonably diligent patentees should regularly revisit their patent
marking practices to eliminate or minimize the number of articles mismarked. Failure to do so could
result in damaging penalties avoidable only by evidence revealing a lack of deceptive intent.

Tips for Avoiding False Marking Liability
Going forward, companies owning patents or dealing with patent owners may consider several steps
to aid in avoiding false marking liability:
•

Periodically assess whether patents identified on marked articles have expired, or have been
the subject of an adverse court ruling suggesting that a patent identified on a marked article
does not cover that article, and if so, seek and follow the advice of counsel on how to minimize
risk in determining the best way to respond. Another trigger for such an assessment may be an
adversary’s position that the claims do not cover a similar article.

•

Transition away from any use of multiple patent lists where not all the patents cover the article
being marked, unless the propriety of such practice is revisited by the Federal Circuit.

•

Do not rely on conditional language (i.e., “This article may be covered by Patent No. 1, 234,567”)
to attempt avoiding false marking liability.

•

Actively involve patent counsel in decisions on how articles may properly be marked, and to help
identify any practices likely to draw an allegation of false marking.

•

Fully document and maintain all records (i.e., e-mail, letters, opinions, purchase orders, etc.)
showing good faith in making patent marking decisions, whether involving internal parties only
or outside counsel.

This advisory was written by Chris Lightner.
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If you would like to receive future Intellectual Property Advisories electronically, please
forward your contact information including e-mail address to ip.advisory@alston.com.
Be sure to put “subscribe” in the subject line.
For further information, please contact any of the attorneys in Alston & Bird’s
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